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RETROFIT CHICAGO BUILDING INITIATIVE
Retrofit Chicago’s Commercial Buildings Initiative participants
are leading the way on energy efficiency while saving money,
reducing emissions, and making Chicago more livable,
competitive, and sustainable.

Since its launch in 2012, the
Retrofit Chicago Energy Challenge has encouraged, supported, and celebrated energy
performance improvement in
large buildings across Chicago.
Upon joining the program,
participants commit to reduce
their buildings’ energy use by
20% within five years, share
progress through ENERGY
STAR Portfolio Manager, and
serve as ambassadors to other
buildings working to reduce
energy use and operating
costs. The Energy Challenge is
a key component of the City of
Chicago’s commitment to the
US Department of Energy’s
Better Buildings Challenge.
Currently, Chicago’s Energy
Challenge includes 62 building
participants spanning more
than 43 million square feet.
To-date, participants have
collectively reduced energy use
by 11.7%, which represents
$6.4MM in annual energy
savings and avoided GHG

emissions equivalent to removing more than 14,000 cars from
the road.

“maalka is directly supporting our
efforts to track, quantify, visualize,
and communicate participating
buildings’ efforts to improve energy
performance by 20% within five
years. maalka’s team quickly
grasped the analytical needs and
opportunities facing our growing
program, and we’ve been consistently impressed by maalka’s
collaborative and effective
approach to platform design and
rapid iteration to help buildings
reduce energy use and operating
costs.”
- Jamie Ponce,
Technical advisor to
Retrofit Chicago’s
Energy Challenge

Maalka worked with Retrofit
Chicago program administrators to develop a tool to save
time and money by automating
highly engaging reports that
reflect progress towards Better
Buildings Challenge goals.
With a simple 3-step process,
administrators can upload
their Energy Star Portfolio
Manager spreadsheets, review
performance of buildings
across the program, and print
beautifully designed progress
reports in pdf form. The
reports have become the main
point of goal tracking and
discussion between Retrofit
Chicago program administrators and participants.
The tool is available on the
Maalka platform and is fully
customizable for any program
in the country.
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